
Name and coaching age group: Dana Greenberg U10
Nicknames:
Favorite snacks: Lol... chocolate? salty 

foods? I like pretty much 
everything!

Favorite Loon Trail: Tough one... depends 
on conditions... On a 
great ski day, I love the 
woods. But I love a good 
long groomer too like 
Flying Fox. In U10 
terms. I just love to do 
TTBs! Anywhere!

Favorite Spot in town: My couch with a cup of 
tea and slippers :)

Pets: 2 daughters :)
Favorite part about coaching: The smiles! 2021 was 

rough to not see the 
smiles.

Least favorite part about coaching: Whining... but thankfully 
U10s do not do that very 
often :)



Ski racing and/or coaching 
experience:

Raced all my life 
starting at Nashoba 
Valley in MA, then for 
BBTS in high school. 
Went on to race in 
college for UMASS, with 
1 year racing at CU 
Boulder. Went to Gould 
Academy right after 
college to be a coach 
and teacher. Coached 
Sasha Rearick! Then 
"freed my heel" and 
started racing again on 
Telemark skis while I 
was in graduate school. 
Raced my way to the US 
Telemark Ski Team, and 
spent a few years doing 
that before getting 
married, moving back to 
Massachusetts, having 
kids, and returning to 
where I started at 
Nashoba Valley, 
coaching their youth 
program. When my kids 
were U12 & RR, we 
followed Coach Pez to 
Loon, and here we 
remain!

Where do you spend Monday-Friday: Massachusetts
Where did you grow up skiing: I skied Nashoba Valley 

during the week and 
raced for BBTS on the 
weekends. My family 
liked to go different 
places for Feb break to 
ski lots of fun places!

When you aren't skiing, how do you 
spend your free time? 

My new guilty 
pleasure... PickleBall!



One piece of advice you received 
from an adult when you were 
younger

Life is short. Enjoy today 
and try not to worry 
about tomorrow.

An interesting or fun fact: Other than what I said 
above... 2 fun facts. 1- 
during the week, I work 
for Lexia Learning. 
Many of our racers may 
be familiar with Core5 
which they may use in 
school. Other fun fact... 
I went to High School 
with Coach Edry! 
(Actually, there are 4 
coaches from my high 
school (plus 1 coach-
spouse) and we're from 
MA!

According to youth who know Coach 
... 

Coach Dana is 
organized and always 
has a plan.  She really 
loves to ski and teach 
skiing.  She is strict but 
not too strict.  She 
wants to have fun with 
us.  


